
IS LANGUAGE UNIQUE TO HUMANS?  
This document looks at the question of whether language is unique to humans. By 
language, we mean spoken languages such as English, French, etc. Of course, we don’t 
expect animal to speak English or French, but do they have communication systems that 
come close to spoken language? Or are their communication systems qualitatively 
different?  

CURRENT STATUS: At the moment, this document consists of a number of summaries of 
various articles.  
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SEYFARTH, ROBERT M. & CHENEY, DOROTHY (2010) PRODUCTION, USAGE, AND 
COMPREHENSION IN ANIMAL VOCALIZATIONS. BRAIN & LANGUAGE; OCT2010, VOL. 115 
ISSUE 1, P92-100, 9P 

Abstract: In this review, we place equal emphasis on production, usage, and comprehension 
because these components of communication may exhibit different developmental 
trajectories and be affected by different neural mechanisms. In the animal kingdom 
generally, learned, flexible vocal production is rare, appearing in only a few orders of birds 
and few species of mammals. Compared with humans, the majority of species produce a 
limited repertoire of calls that show little modification during development. Call usage is 
also highly constrained. Unlike humans, most animals use specific call types only in a limited 
range of contexts. In marked contrast to production and usage, animals’ comprehension of 
vocalizations, as measured by their responses, are highly flexible, modifiable as a result of 
experience, and show the most parallels with human language. The differences among vocal 
production, usage, and comprehension create an oddly asymmetric system of 
communication in which a small repertoire of relatively fixed calls, each linked to a 
particular context, can nonetheless give rise to an open-ended, highly modifiable, and 
cognitively rich set of meanings. Recent studies of baboons and eavesdropping songbirds 
provide two examples. 

 



DREW RENDALL, MICHAEL J. OWREN, MICHAEL J. RYAN (2009) WHAT DO ANIMAL 
SIGNALS MEAN? ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR, 78: 233-240 

Animal communication studies often use analogies to human language and related 
constructs such as information encoding and transfer. This commonality is evident even 
when research goals are very different, for example when primate vocalizations are 
proposed to have word-like meaning, or sexually selected signals are proposed to convey 
information about a signaller's underlying quality. We consider some of the ambiguities and 
limitations inherent in such informational approaches to animal communication as 
background to advocating alternatives. The alternatives eschew language-based metaphors 
and broader informational constructs and focus instead on concrete details of signal design 
as they reflect and interact with established sensory, physiological and psychological 
processes that support signalling and responding in listeners. The alternatives we advocate 
also explicitly acknowledge the different roles and often divergent interests of signallers and 
perceivers that can yield fundamental asymmetries in signalling interactions, and they 
therefore shift the focus of interpretations of animal communication from informing others 
to influencingothers. 

TOMASELLO, M ‘CAN AN  APE UNDERSTAND A SENTENCE? A REVIEW OF LANGUAGE 
COMPREHENSION IN APE AND CHILD BY E.S. SAVAGE-RUMBAUGH ET AL.’ LANGUAGE 
AND COMMUNICATION, 14, 1994 

p378 Tomasello says that Terrace et al proved at the end of the 70s that the claims of the 

researchers into primate language were false.  

‘For example, in response to the question “Do you want to eat an apple?” Nim might have produced a 
sentence such as “eat apple” but he also might have produced a sentence like “Apple eat eat apple 
hurry apple hurry hurry”, which was reported as “Eat apple hurry”. p378 

‘Terrace also came down hard on apes such as Lana and Sarah who were taught mechanical systems 
for combining “words”...and whose sentences were not subject to the same criticisms. Instead of 
mounting a detailed analysis in these cases they simply taught a pigeon to sequence a specific order 
of key-pecks in the presence of specific discriminative stimuli and argued that the “sentences” of Lana 
and Sarah were in no way discriminable from the productions of the pigeons’ p378 

‘As they probed more deeply the caretakers saw that Kanzi was not just picking up some words - the 
way a dog might tune into the word “dinner” - but that he was comprehending whole sentences in 
ways that suggested a creative synthesis of the words, not a rote learning of a recurrent sound 
patterns’ p380 

The Study (of Kanzi) 
‘Almost all sentences were given as requests involving an action word and one or more object or 
person words’ p380 

- many sentences were given in ‘blind condition’ 

- compared with child of 2 years old. Kanzi at 8 years old. 

Both Kanzi and Alia scored similar results. Tomasello says that Kanzi knows some word 
order. That is, he can recognize object and action words and that he knows the order of 
participants - i.e. a basic grammar p383 However, he stops short of hypothesis 5: Does Kanji 
know that there are classes of words such as nouns and ‘verb that allow the formation of 



ordering patterns ... across different verbs. If he did this would have the implication that he 
understood generalized syntagmatic categories such as agent, patient and instrument’ p383 

For example, if Kanzi was taught a new verb such as “daxing” without any participants 
involved would he automatically know the conventional order of mentioning the two 
participants? Tomasello is skeptical here because he doesn’t believe a 2 year old child 
knows this either. ‘...when 24-month-old children heard novel verbs in utterances in which 
the participants were not mentioned (e.g. “Look! Daxing!) they had no idea in their own 
productions where to place the participants’ p383. However, children don’t display this 
when learning nouns suggesting that they have an early noun category. Tomasello believe 
that Kanzi had an early category of noun as well.  

‘My hypothesis is thus that, like the 24-month-old children, Kanzi understands actions and events and 
the words that designate them. He understands that actions and events have participants and that 
the order in which these participants are mentioned for a particular event determines what role each 
plays in that particular event. He has something like a grammatical category of noun allowing him to 
comprehend (and perhaps produce) newly learned object labels in the same sentence frames in which   
previously learned object labels have been used. He has yet to form any class of verbs or subclass 
thereof, however, that would license word order or other grammatical generalizations across events’ 
p383-4 

He does not believe Kanzi has control over ‘recursive’ sentences. ‘Human children go on to 
acquire these and other more sophisticated grammatical skills, whereas to date no ape has 
gone on in these ways’ p384 

He suggests that the only apes that have the capacity for ‘symbolic communication’ are 
those brought up in human-like cultural environments like Kanzi. He says apes in the wild do 
not demonstrate this ability.  

‘My own conclusion is that the development of the kinds of social-cognitive skills that go into linguistic 
communication - in both the case of human children and apes - can only develop in a socio-cultural 
environment in which the other social being treat the developing youngsters as an intentional being 
to be educated in certain ways.’ P386 

He thus dismissed Savage-R’s account of the evolution of language and ape skills. He doesn’t 
believe that apes in the wild have the capacity to produce or comprehend language because 
their culture does not require it.  

‘Given the same cultural environments, humans and apes develop very similar forms of 
communication. The research thus serves to undermine the theoretical positions of linguist who 
believe that linguistic skills can only emerge in a species which has been endowed with a specifically 
linguistic language acquisition module’ p387 

 

p386 ‘Anyone who reads the current monograph with an open mind will come to the conclusion that 
being raised in a human-like cultural environment from an early age is sufficient to bring about certain 
human-like cognitive and linguistic skills in apes’ 

 

  



DEACON, TERRENCE, SYMBOLIC SPECIES, 1997, ALLEN LANE, THE PENGUIN PRESS 
‘My extravagant claim to know what other species cannot know rests on evidence that symbolic 
thought does not come innately built in, but develops by internalizing the symbolic process that 
underlies language. So species that have not acquired the ability to communicate symbolically cannot 
have acquired the ability to think this way either’ p22 

‘The way that language represents objects, events and relationships provides a uniquely powerful 
economy of reference. It offers a means for generating an essentially infinitely variety of novel 
representations, and an unprecedented inferential engine for predicting events, organizing memories, 
and planning behaviours. It entirely shapes our thinking and the ways we know our physical world.’ 
P22 

p26 Deacon talks about whether the architecture of language originated outside  the mind 
(simple associationism) or inside (mentalese). If the first then nature must have given 
remarkable powers for learning and memory. If the latter then nature must have endowed 
us with a sophisticated knowledge of language that makes learning unnecessary. However, 
he believe that these two theories miss the basic question. He wants to stop asking where 
language originated and to think more about what makes language unique: what is it about 
language that gives it its powers.  

p32 A language signal would (1) exhibit combinatorial form in which distinguishable 
elements are able to recur in different combinations (2) exhibit a creative productivity.  

‘My point is not that we humans are better or smarter than other species, or that language is 
impossible for them. It is simply that these differences are not a matter of incommensurate kinds of 
languages, but rather that these non-human forms of communication are something quite different 
from language’ p33 

‘The most crucial distinguishing feature of language cannot be accounted for merely in terms of 
language complexity’ p40 

‘What is left that is different about learning a language, if complexity is not the issue? When we strip 
away the complexity, only one significant difference between language and nonlanguage 
communication remains: the common everyday miracle of word meaning and reference’ p43 

Deacon suggest that rather than looking at the complexity of language we should first 
establish what makes symbolic reference to crucial to the workings of language and why no 
other species is able to make symbolic reference.  

Deacon says that using language to model other forms of communication is wrong. 
Communication was around long before language. Even vocal communication. ‘Linguistic 
communication was an afterthought, so to speak, a very recent and a very idiosyncratic 
deviation from an ancient and well-established mode of communication.’ P52 

Deacon says how language reveals our inner feelings. If we walk into a room and hear 
laughter we assume that something funny has happened and that the people laughing are in 
a merry state. It makes reference. It tells us that the people are not sad. But it is a particular 
type of reference. It is not symbolic reference. ‘But notice how different the reference to 
the same event is when the person stops laughing and says “I just heard a great joke”’ p57 
Deacon suggest laughter is similar to vervet monkey’s alarm calls.  

‘Reference is not the difference between alarm calls and words. The difference is the source of most 
common misunderstanding about the nature of linguistics versus non-linguistic communication. It is a 
difference in the kind of reference.’ 



Gloss: p63 onwards. Reference depends on the interpretive procedure. Pierce called this 
procedure the interpretant. The interpretant is whatever enables us to infer reference from 
some sign or signs and their context. A word (sign) may bring forth an image of the object 
which would be one type of interpretant. Or it may make us think of the dictionary 
definition of that word, hence another type of interpretant. The interpretant is therefore 
the mediator between that brings the sign and its referent together 

Bringing forth an image is not a mediator that distinguishes symbolic reference. If we or a 
dog smells the odour of a skunk, it might bring to mind a mental image of a skunk whereas 
for a child or puppy the smell would just be an odourous smell. Also, as we simply read 
these words we might bring to mind an image of a skunk. This shows us that it is not the 
thing that is brought to mind that determines the reference, but rather how they are 
brought to mind. In the case of the words there is something more because they use 
symbolic reference.  

Similarly, words are mediated by other words that they call forth. Although we may not 
know, test of word association show that we call forth other words. Words such as “justice” 
that are difficult to imagine in picture form. Functional words such as “the” and “that” do 
not bring forth similar classes of meaning since they are meaningless but they do call forth 
certain grammatical expectations. Finally consider the complicated mixture of interpretants 
that are produced when we hear who phrases, sentences and narratives. The complexity of 
these are two abstract to imagine yet they clearly have meaning. So the difference between 
a parrot saying “Wanna cracker” and in humans hearing this sentence is in the interpretive 
procedure. The different leaning procedure will produce different patterns of mental action. 

Deacon says Saussure talked about two planes, the signifiers and the signified. However, 
this collapses the problem into two planes and loses some of its power. Under this method 
of analysis a vervet monkey alarm call has the same interpretant as a word.  

He gives the example of icon reference by a moth on a tree whose wings match the bark. A 
bird scanning the tree just sees bark-bark-bark. It is the lack of difference that produces the 
iconic reference. The bird interpreted the moth as the same as the tree. Similarly if we see a 
bust of a person and it brings to mind the person then it is iconic.  

Indexical reference can be seen when we smell smoke and assume something is burning. 
We bring back all the previous experiences of when we smelled smoke and found something 
burning. These experiences have iconic relationship to each other.  

Imagine now if we learn a new word. One indication of whether we understand the word is 
whether we can transfer it to other contexts. However, this does not prove we are using it 
symbolically. For an indexical reference to hold there must be correlation in time and place. 
If the boy cries wolf repeatedly the indexical relationship breaks down when the villagers 
stop responding to his cries. However, symbolic reference remains stable. This is because 
the word is locked into a relationship with other words. It is this dual reference potential of 
a word, to the object it represents and to other words that makes it symbolic. This classic 
distinction is captured in the terms reference (pointing to object) and sense (pointing to 
other words).  



Deacon says how words must be associated with other words in a sentence for their 
symbolic reference to hold. Thus a word in isolation is not symbolic and any suggestion of 
‘non human animal language made up of isolated words but lacking regularities that govern 
possible combinations, is ultimately a contradiction in terms’ p83 ‘Worst of all, few 
sentences or phrases are ever repeated exactly, and the frequency with which specific word 
combinations are repeated is also extremely low. Hardly a recipe for easy indexical learning.’ 
P83 

Deacon goes on to suggest that the step from indexical (associative) reference to symbolic 
reference is not a learning process it is mere insight. That is, it takes learning and time to 
develop indexical reference but once you realize that the signs are locked into a sense 
relationship with each other you have moved to a symbolic mode of reference. This can 
happen in no time at all. He suggests Sherman and Austin did this. I think he is also 
suggesting that children learn languages so easily by realizing this. 

P68 ‘...we need to be able to describe the differences between the interpretive responses  that are 
capable of sustaining associations between a word and a reference , irrespective of their being 
correlated in experience, and those rote associations that are established and dissolved as experience 
dictates.’ P68 

‘Similarity does not cause iconicity, nor is iconicity the physical relationship of similarity. It is a kind of 
inferential relationship that is based on recognizing a similarity.’ P71 Deacon is emphasizing the 
interpretation process is the key thing here, not the physical resemblance. Thus the confusion once 
with ASL where it was believed that because the hand shape physically represented many of the 
concepts, the language was iconic. This is now realized to be untrue.  

‘In other words, reference itself is hierarchic in structure; more complex forms of reference are built 
up from simpler forms.’ P73 

‘Pierce one characterized an icon as something which upon closer inspection can provide further 
information about the attributes of its object.’ P76 

Deacon provides an example of indexical reference which I’m not too sure of. Imagine if we 
smell smoke and then realize that something is burning. This is an indexical sign. What 
brought about the association of smoke with fire? Probably previous learning experiences. 
Thus this instance of smelling smoke brings to mind previous experiences. But these are 
built together iconically. Each of these experiences comes to mind because of their similarity 
to one another and to the present event. Thus indexical signs are built up on top of iconic 
signs. P78 



KING BJ, EVOLUTIONISM AND ESSENTIALISM, LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATION 
14/1994  

p2 King notes the ancient debate:  

1. Evolutionists or continuity theories: who claim that precursors to human language can be found in 
primate communication 

2. Essentialists or discontinuants: language is qualitatively unique to and originated with humans 

p3 She notes the essentialists’ criteria a) language consists of symbolic use of signs with 
the capacity for reference or naming being the foundation of symbolic usage. b) the 
significance of communication acts i.e. their meaning, is perceived by the individual 
language user. Merely responding is not true linguistic behaviour 

p5 ‘the debate about the evolution of language as a whole, ...., is characterized by the use of human 
standards. It is this very commonality of approach that helps to solidify the debate, wrongly in my 
view, around construction of trait lists aimed at deciding whether monkeys and apes can do what 
humans do’ p5 

She suggests that qualitative unique aspects of human language can be identified and 
described, but they cannot be subject to evolutionary understanding. If we want to apply 
the evolutionary perspective to language we cannot simply ask if monkeys and apes can do 
what humans can do. For example, Kanzi made up his own grammatical rules. We should 
judge him on this and not on how well these rules fit the grammar of a child.  



SEVICK, RA & SAVAGE-RUMBAUGH, S, LANGUAGE AND GREAT APES, LANGUAGE AND 
COMMUNICATION 4/1994 

p42 Immediately after mother was taken away, Kanzi started using lexigram board (a board 
with symbols arbitrarily assigned to referents) despite no previous training. She had just 
watched mother and trainers before.  

‘His symbol usage was not confined to request alone since he also revealed an ability to name items. 
I.e. to labels referents he did not immediately want’ p42 

He also demonstrated comprehension as well as production  

‘Productively, the result had been an ape who communicates spontaneously and uses symbols to 
direct attention to absent objects or to activities in which we are not currently engaged’ p42 

 

‘It is notable that no specific training nor any food reward was needed to engage Kanzi in such test’ 
p43 

 

 



THORPE, W.H, ‘THE COMPARISON OF VOCAL COMMUNICATION IN MUCH OF  ANIMALS 
AND MAN 

Thorpe lists Hockett’s design features 

1. Vocal-auditory channel: reqs. Little energy and leaves much of body free. 

2. Broadcast Transmission and Directional Reception:  

3. Rapid Fading: message does not linger thus leaving channel free for further messages. cf. animal 
tricks and scents 

4. Interchangeability: Organism can be both receiver and transmitter. cf. mating displays. 

5. Complete feedback: We can hear everything we say 

6. Specialization: ‘the direct energy consequence of linguistic signals are biologically unimportant; only 
the response-elicitating consequences are significant’ 

7. Semanticity:  

8. Arbritrariness:  

9. Discreteness: Human language is similar to digital computers. By contrast, facial displays and many 
animal communication display show gradational features.  

10. Displacement: in time and space 

11. Openness: Similar to the meaning of productivity. Human lang. Can express ideas never heard before 

12. Tradition: Can be passed on by teaching and learning. 

13. Duality of Patterning: Some bird songs consist of several hundred notes which by themselves are 
meaningless but as a whole have meaning.  

This is the original 13 design features Hockett (early 60s). However, Hockett (1968) add 
more. 

14.  Prevarication: To lie or talk nonsense with deliberate intent 

15.  Reflectiveness: Ability to communicate about the communication system itself. 

16.  Learnability: Speakers of one language can learn another language. Birds are believed to be able to ‘i

mitate’ the songs of foster parents. 

 



WALLMAN, JOEL, APING LANGUAGE, 1992, CUP 
‘Certainly the major catalyst was Terrace’s 1979 Science article, in which he became the bete noir of 
ape-language research by unambiguously concluding that Nim, the subject of his study, had not 
proven capable of acquiring rudimentary grammatical rules and that, furthermore, this was true as 
well of the other signing apes.’ P5 

‘There is no shortage of candidates for the indispensable attribute of language. For Katz (1976) and 
Limber (1977), the projective capacity is crucial, the provision of language for the articulation of any 
conceivable new proposition thought a novel combination of words. Savage-Rumbaugh (1981) holds 
the referential nature of individual symbols to be the essence of language, while Premack (1984) and 
Marshall (1971) see the capacity for the representation of real-world situations to be paramount, and 
so on.’ P6 

‘...for it is now widely held that acquisition of a verbal language by non-human primates is precluded 
by the dominance of the limbic system, the “emotional centres” of the brain, in primate vocalization’ 
p11 

‘There is in addition evidence that the laryngeal and pharyngeal anatomy of infrahuman primates, 
especially the comparatively small volume of region above the larynx, is incapable of supporting what 
is generally meant by articulate speech (Lieberman 1975)’ p12 

p15-16 Washoe (Gardners) used ASL. Sarah (Premick) used metal-backed plastic chips. The 
advantage of this according to Wallman is (1) memory constraints on production and 
comprehension of symbols are lifted as contrasted with spoken and signed language which 
match Hockett’s design feature rapid fading. (20 Circumvents any articulatory shortcomings 
of animal.   

P18 Lana (Rumbaugh) used lexigrams and a specially devised languages known as Yerkish. 
P21 Koko used ‘simultaneous communication’ signed language and spoken English 
equivalent at same time.  

P23 Nim (Terrace) used ASL but he called it a pidgin form of ASL.  

‘Although most of his *Kanzi+ keyboard communications ... are in the nature of requests for desired 
objects or activities, Kanzi often uses his keyboard to comment, without any sort of prompting’ p25 

p51 Author notes how even first words of children sometimes are mere ‘ritualized part of 
recurrent activity contexts’ or ‘attention-directing behaviour’. They are utterances 
conveying no proposition and devoid of referential intent, serving only to direct the 
attention of others.  

P52 REFERENCE: Reference is a process of decontextualization. The early child relates words 
to whole activities. Later he decouples the word from the activity and begins to use the 
word to refer to the object. Author suggest p53 that even most skeptical of observers admit 
that the apes are using words in referential ways similar to children even if they don’t admit 
to their sentence being grammatical.  

P56 ASL: Each sign consists of (1) a handshape (2) a movement and (3) a place of articulation 
(and possibly (4) a hand orientation according to some experts). ‘These components are the 
visual equivalents of the phonemes’ p56 

p65 ‘When the apes signed, where they referring to things with symbols for concepts or merely 
producing gestures that had reliably garnered them rewards in that context previously? It is difficult to 
imagine ways in which one could, in another species, convincingly differentiate linguistic reference 



from conditioned response. In our own, such a demonstration is unnecessary, as our utterances are, 
under typical circumstances, simply not controlled by external stimuli. The ability to engage in 
“displaced reference”, to talk about things remote in time or space, is a compelling refutation of any 
assertion to the contrary.... The young child ... Displaced reference is not apparent in the earliest 
phase of word development. It does appear, however, within months of the lexical generalizations 
apparently shared with the apes, whereas this function is, save for the sporadic anecdote, absent 
from the literature on the signing apes’ p65 

 

‘The virtual absence of displaced reference from the ape studies (with the possible exception of the 
Kanzi project) is consonant with the prevalent belief ... that this is an exclusive characteristic of human 
communication, excepting perhaps that of the honey bees.’ P65 

Author says that Savage-Rumbaugh and Terrace have made case for interpretation of ape 
signing as pragmatic rather that referential. It seems to be unclear whether ape is using a 
symbol to name an object or whether it is learning that the symbol produces that object. 
P66 

Author notes how Savage-Rumbaugh emphasizes that Kanzi most favourite requests are not 
for food. ‘Yet everyone of these fifty combinations *from Kanzi+ seems to be a request for 
something rather than a noninstrumental comment of the sort that predominates in the 
early productions of children’ p74 

Author suggest that most of Kanzi’s one word ‘utterances’ are requests and requests for 
food. It is difficult to discover this from Savage-Rumbaugh but she conceded that most of 
Kanzi’s utterances are request. But she says that if a child had to go to a lexiboard and 
search through several hundred printed words every time he/she wanted to make a 
comment then he would be much less given to commenting. She notes how most of Kanzi 
casual comments are verbal ones. P75 

Author suggest that language symbols of Kanzi, like other apes, are not referential but refer 
to procedures. The other side is claiming that Kanzi reserves use of lexiboard only for 
request like things. P76 

‘...animals had acquired a repertoire of habits that were effective rather than meaningful. The 
absence of displaced behaviour supports the interpretation of their performance as essentially 
stimulus bound.’ P77 

p105 SYNTAX: ASL does not have a canonical order like English but does have syntactic 
mechanisms that render word order flexible. The researchers actually reported using ASL 
but some sort of pidgin sign language with SVO was actually used. The evidence according 
to the author for systematic ordering by the apes is ‘meager’ 

  



SAVAGE-RUMBAUGH, E.S., ‘CAN APES USE SYMBOLS TO REPRESENT THEIR WORLDS?’  IN 
SEBOK, T.A. (ED) THE CLEVER HANS PHENOMENON: COMMUNICATION WITH HORSES, 
WHALES, APES AND PEOPLE. 1981, NEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, NEW YORK 

p15 When chimps use symbols (signs) do they use them referentially? Do they use symbols 
intentionally in order to transmit information that is not apparent in the context? 

Referential capacity if fundamental to any concept of lang. If symbols are not referential 
they cannot be used to represent things that are absent in space or time. Communication 
that is not referential is not language.  

Conclusion: Arbitrary symbols can come to function in a referential manner in apes. 

 

SAVAGE-RUMBAUGH, E.S., APE LANGUAGE, 1985 

p107 They [the apes] did not use the symbols other than requesting things. They only had 
one speech act. A chimp cannot understand a symbol apart from its immediate benefit to 
him. 

Savage then changed the test. Rather that apes naming food that they wanted and then 
receiving the food, they asked apes to name food and then gave them a different food 
reward. This is a change from REQUESTING to NAMING. Apes were surprised. At first they 
successfully named but after a while their apparent confusion caused their performance to 
deteriorate. Savage stopped the tests and went back to rewarding them with the food they 
had requesting. That is a simple request-receive situation. But she tried the naming again 
but with similar result. Success at first then deterioration. The team when through this cycle 
several times.  

 

SAVAGE-RUMBAUGH, E.S., KANJI: THE APE AT THE BRINK OF THE HUMAN MIND, 1994, 
DOUBLEDAY 

p144 ‘Nearly all (more than 90%) of Kanzi’s multi-word utterances were spontaneous; that is they 
were not responses to teachers’ requests or imitations of teacher’s utterances.’ 

P150 Rumbaugh showed him an array of photographs and then spoke the word. He scored 
95% correct. 

P156 ‘Most linguists are not prepared to grant language to another species, for such a view would 
undermine the very foundation of their field. Linguists assume that the structure of the human mind 
will eventually be laid bare by linguists’ p156 

‘During that time *a five month period in 1996 when Kanzi was about five and a half+ we recorded 
Kanzi’s 13,691 utterances, just a little more than 10 percent of which comprised two or more 
elements’ p160 

p169 A bit an anecdotal here but Rumbaugh notes how Kanzi has always liked balls and has 
several around him at any time. One day by the river she asked ‘Can you throw your ball in 



the river’ She knew this was something that would not normally be done but she wanted to 
push Kanzi. He promptly tossed the ball into the river.  

Rumbaugh also talks about how Kanji learned to make flints to cut rope by smashing rock on 
the ground. He became a ‘tool maker’ 

She notes how apes cannot easily create human speech sounds due to 3 reasons. First, the 
mostly breathe through nose. Second, they can produce most vowel sounds but not easily. 
Third, they cannot produce the crucial consonants because it is difficult to get velic closure 
to force air through oral cavity. P225 

p229 She notes that the lack of consonants in apes is crucial. Apes have sounds that are 
graded which are fine for talking about emotional states such as happiness or pain which 
are graded. But to talk about nuts or oranges we need a non-graded, discrete system. 
Vowels are very fuzzy. The edges and borders between vowels are not easily identified and 
they only lend themselves to graded signaling. Consonants add the edges that allow us to 
distinguish between words. They allow us to ‘package vowels’.  

 

TERRACE, HERBERT S, NIM, 1979, ALFRED A KNOPF, NEW YORK 
p3 

T: What want you? 

S: Eat more apple 

T: Who want eat more apple 

S: Me Nim eat more apple 

T: What colour apple? 

S: Apple red 

T: Want you more eat 

S: Banana, raisin 

 

S: Bird there 

T: Who there? 

S: Bird (pause; looks in other direction) Bug, flower, there 

T: Yes, many things see 

S: (rolls over on ground) You tickle me 

T: Where? 

S: Here (pointing to leg) 

T: (after tickling) Now you tickle me 

S: (tickles teacher) Me tickle Laura 

 

T=teacher, S=student (Nim of course) 



p215 When a mother initiates a conversation with a child, most (70%) of the responses are 
not simple repetitions of the mother’s words. They are extensions or completely novel 
utterance. Terrace however found that Nim tended to repeat his teacher’s utterance most 
of the time.  

P216 Terrace’s observations showed that Nim interrupted his teachers much more 
frequently than a child would her mother. That is Nim did not turn-take. 

P222 Nim’s utterances did not increase in length over the project as a child’s would do. His 
average length was about 1.5 signs. Terrace feels that if a further Nim type project was 
undertaken, increasing the length of utterance would be one of the key aims necessary to 
prove ape was using language.  

p168 ‘While chimps have learned a sizable vocabulary and have been observed to combine words of 
these vocabularies into extended utterances, it is still not clear whether such utterances qualify as 
sentences’ 

p169 ‘There is no reason to regard sequences learned by rote or sentences generated by the 
application of grammatical rules. Chimps are capable of memorizing dozens of sequences such as 
please machine give apple, please machine show slide, and  please Tim give coke. But unless it can be 
demonstrated that a chimpanzee, or a child, can create new sentences of the same structure that are 
appropriate to new contexts, their memorized sequences cannot be considered evidence of an ability 
to create sentences.’ 

Washoe made sign ‘water bird’. Does this then qualify as ADJ + N or is it just ‘there is water’ 
and ‘there is bird’? 

p171 ‘Only by showing that Nim could substitute appropriate signs in each position of a sequence and 
that it was unlikely that the substitutions were memorized could one have a basis for concluding that 
a sequence was generated by a rule’ 

p136 Some 0.5 million people in the US use sign-language. ASL is fourth most widely used 
language. 

 

  



  



DAWKINS, MARIAN STAMP, THROUGH OUR EYES ONLY? THE SEARCH FOR ANIMAL 
CONSCIOUSNESS., 1993, W.H.FREEMAN 

p134 Deception: A group of chimps were put in a cage and food hidden in the grounds. One 
of the chimps was then shown where the food was and then put back in the cage. All the 
chimps were then released. Normally the chimp would show the others where the food was 
and they would all get some. However, the case of Belle and Rock was different. Rock was 
very aggressive toward Belle and would chase her off the minute the food was found. Belle 
then started to deceive Rock by going to the food and just standing on top of it. Rock began 
to realize this and would search wherever Belle stopped. Next Belle stopped close by but 
not on top of where the food was. Rock realized this and would search the area around 
Belle. Later Belle started to walk in the wrong direction. The two were constantly trying to 
deceive each other.  

P168 Is the existence of consciousness testable? In other words, is the distinction between 
private consciousness and public behaviour so hard and fast as some would have us believe? 
Those who believe that consciousness has no function and is thus undetectable are known 
as ‘epiphenominalists’. Or do we say consciousness has some function and effect on 
behaviour and therefore detectable.  

  

TERRACE, M.S., 1979, ‘CAN AN APE CREATE A SENTENCE?’ SCIENCE, 206, 891, 900 

Summary: More than 19,000 multisign utterances of an infant chimpanzee (Nim) were 
analyzed for syntactic and semantic regularities. Lexical regularities were observed in the 
case of two-sign combinations.... That conclusion, however, was invalidated by video-tape 
analysis, which shows that most of Nim’s utterances were prompted by his teacher’s prior 
utterances, and that Nim interrupted his teachers to a much larger extent than a child 
interrupts an adults’ speech. Signed utterances of other apes (as shown on film) revealed 
similar, non-human patterns of discourse.’ P891 

‘However, objective analysis of our data, as well as those obtained by other studies, yielded no 
evidence of an ape’s ability to use a grammar. Each instance of presumed grammatical competence 
could be explained adequately by simple non-linguistic processes.’ P891 

‘With but two minor exceptions, the Gardeners did not report the order of signs of Washoe’s 
multisign combinations (27). For example, more tickle and tickle more were both reported as 
instances of more tickle ...’ p892 

‘A third “discourse” analysis of videotape transcripts shows that Nim’s signs were often prompted by 
his teacher’s prior signs.’ P893 

‘These and other differences indicate that Nim’s general use of combinations bears only a superficial 
similarity to a child’s early utterances.’ P894 

‘The most striking aspect of these functions is the lack of growth of Nim’s MLU during a 19-month 
period.’ P894 

Nim’s MLU = (approx) 1.4 - 1.6. Whereas that of a child’s increases. As the MLU increases, 
their complexity also progressively increases. (20-22)  



‘Projects devoted to teaching chimpanzees and gorillas to use language have shown that these apes 
can learn vocabularies of visual symbols. There is no evidence however, that apes can combine such 
symbols in order to create new meaning.’ P900 

‘Nim’s three-sign combinations showed no evidence of learned regularities...’ p900 

‘Nim imitated and interrupted his teachers’ utterances to a much larger extent than a child imitates 
and interrupts an adult’s speech.’  

 

RUMBAUGH, E.S., ‘CAN APES USE SYMBOLS TO REPRESENT THEIR WORLDS?’, IN SEBOK, 
T.A. (ED) THE CLEVER HANS PHENOMENON: COMMUNICATION WITH HORSES, WHALES, 
APES AND PEOPLE. 1981, NEW 

‘It is simply that these differences are not a matter of incommensurate kinds of languages, but rather 
that these non-human forms of communication are something quite different from language’ p33 -
Deacon, Symbolic Species 

‘Indeed, language is an organ of perception, not simply a means of communication.’ - Jaynes 
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